AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY
1000 YEARS IN 1 DAY

MONUMENTS AND HERITAGE SITES

A. Synagogue at the Belkis’s House
3/5 Targowska Street, 00-637 Warsaw

B. Footbridge over Chłodna Street
22 Chłodna Street, 00-891 Warsaw

C. Former Bersons’ and Baumans’ Children Hospital
60 Sienna/55 Śliska Street, 00-825 Warsaw

D. Central Judaic Library at the Great Synagogue
3/5 Tłomackie Street, 00-090 Warsaw

E. Umschlagplatz
20 Chłodna Street, 00-891 Warsaw

F. Bankier on Miła Street
Corner of Miła and Dobiesława Streets, Warsaw

G. Pantheon
51 Prosta Street, 00-838 Warsaw

H. Bunker on Młyneczna Street
Corner of Młyneczna and Dobiesława Streets, Warsaw

I. Memorial of the Evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto Fighters
1/3 Rakowiecka Street, 03-461 Warsaw

J. Monument to the Warsaw Ghetto Heroes
Zamkowa Street, Warsaw

K. Monument at the site of a mass grave of Poles and Jews and the execution site after the liquidation of the ghetto and during the Warsaw Uprising.
Today located at 21 Glikalskiego Street, 01-190 Warsaw

L. Former Bersons’ and Baumans’ Children Hospital
60 Sienna/55 Śliska Street, 00-825 Warsaw

M. Former Bersons’ and Baumans’ Children Hospital
60 Sienna/55 Śliska Street, 00-825 Warsaw

N. Memorial of the Evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto Fighters
1/3 Rakowiecka Street, 03-461 Warsaw

Jewish Historical Institute invites you to discover Jewish heritage in Warsaw with us

WARS
- The Jewish Cemetery in Okopowa Street
- The Remaining Traces of the Warsaw Ghetto
- Following in the Footsteps of 15th and 20th Century Jewish Writers in Warsaw
- Discovering Jewish Praga
- Janusz Korczak’s Warsaw

THE JHI ALSO OFFERS
- Exhibitions
- The largest Judaic library and bookshop in Poland,
- Assistance in genealogical research
- Meetings, workshops, lectures